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Theoretically required heat transfer performance by the 
multistaged flash heat reclaim system of a high pressure Bayer 
digester unit is determined for various conditions of discharge 
temperature, excess flash vapor and indirect steam, addition. 
Solution of simultaneous heat balances around the digester vessels 
and the heat reclaim system yields the magnitude of available heat 
for representation of each case on a temperature-enthalpy diagram, 
where graphical fit of the number of flash stages fixes the heater 
requirements. Both the heat balances and the trial-and-error 
graphical solution are adapted to solution by digital computer 
techniques. 
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Introduction 

Representation of a multistaged flash heat reclaim system can 
be made on a temperature-total enthalpy diagram similar to Figure 1, 
if the amount of heat to be transferred and the available temperature 
driving force are known. In the design of a system these limits are 
either known or specified, but certain simplifying assumptions can 
usually be applied to obtain algebraic solutions for external heating 
demand and the number of flash stages required by specified reclaim 
heater performance (1). 

Analysis of an existing Bayer digester unit, conversely, is 
usually complicated by such factors as external addition or removal 
of heat in one or more flash stages, direct steam injection, pre-
heating of both caustic liquor and bauxite slurry, or dilution in a 
flash stage. These cases are best handled by trial-and-error 
graphical fit of the number of stages in the unit on a temperature-
total enthalpy diagram, which defines the required heater approach 
temperature differences for the flow rates used in constructing the 
diagram. 

Procedure for Graphical Solution of an Example Case 

Consider a high pressure digester unit with direct steam in-
jection heating in the digester vessels, flash heat recovery in 
eight indirect heating stages (one for liquor feed and seven for 
liquor plus slurry feed), indirect external sfeam addition to the 
first flash stage, and a dilution stream into the last flash stage. 
The unit, arranged as shown in Figure 2, is assumed to carry flow 
rates such that available heat exceeds transfer capacity of the 
heaters, resulting in excess flash vapor to a barometric condenser. 

If temperatures are set for the liquor and slurry' feed (TL and 
Tg), the digester (TR), and the blowoff and dilution streams (TB 
and T H), then the required direct steam injection rate, say SD, is 
related to the heater discharge temperature from the first flash 
stage, D15 by heat balances around both the flash reclaim system and 

Fig. 1 - Diagrammatic representation of a multistaged 
flash heat reclaim system. 
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Fig. 2 - Schematic arrangement of example digester unit 

the digester vessels, the terms of which are listed positively in 
Table I. 

Data for Simultaneous Heat Balances 

Average specific heats for liquor and slurry streams are best 
determined from empirical correlations of laboratory heat capacity 
versus temperature data for the system being studied. The authors' 
experience has shown that considering all combined slurry streams 
the same as liquor at the maximum attained alumina concentration 
gives values for specific heat which differ by less than two percent 
from weighted averages calculated from estimated heat capacities of 
the separate phases. 

The mix temperature, T , of combined liquor and slurry can be 
readily calculated for specified feed rates, if the liquor heater 
discharge temperature is assumed and an estimated value for the mix 
temperature is used to determine the average liquor and slurry 
specific heats. The estimated T can then be adjusted until the 
calculated T closes to within desired agreement, while the assumed 
liquor heater discharge temperature, Dg in the example case, can 
later be changed as required to make the liquor heater approach 
temperature difference consistent with the average approach deter-
mined for the slurry heaters. 

Feed rates of alumina trihydrate and alumina monohydrate are 
calculated from ABEA and MEA analyses of the bauxite (see nomen-
clature) and percent solids in the feed slurry. Specific heats of 
solution, (Ah . ) t . and (Ah ) , are taken as 170 kcal/kg 
A120, (or 306 ltu?lb Íl203) for

Strihy§rate and 70 kcal/kg A1203 

(or 126 Btu/lb À1î0ç) for monohydrate, respectively (2), the former 
being assumed all dissolved in the heaters, and the latter in the 
digester vessels. 

All specific enthalpies for steam and condensate streams are 
taken from a standard steam table, using the specified temperature 
(for saturated vapor or condensate) or temperature and pressure 
(for superheated steam) to enter the table for each stream. Con-
densate leaving each stage is assumed to be at saturation temperature 
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Table I■ Conservation of Heat in a Digester Unit 

Flash Heat Reclaim System 

Consumed Heat 

Liquor heating,AH. 
QL(Cp)L(D8-TL) 

Combined s_lurry heating,Àí^, 

(äü+î3)(ñÐ)ò(ã^-òò) 
Heat of s o l u t i o n , Д н , В Е д 

^ÀÂÅÀ (Ah soIn tri 

Dilution heating,Äí„ 

Q W < C P V W 

System l o s s and ven t ing 
A H l o s s = A H h t r . + A H f l ( e s t . ) 

Excess flash heat, Ĥ g 

Available Heat 

Combined s_lurry cooling 
(QL+Qs)(Cp)T(TR-TB) 

Condensed steam cooling 

fD^fR-hfB5 

Total condensate cooling3 

Qc(hfB-hfc) 

Indirect steam heat 
si ( h

g r
hfB ) 

Digester Vessels 

Consumed Heat 

Combined slurry heating 
(QL+Qs)(Cp)T(TR-D1) 

Heat of solution 
QMEA-ABEA (/^hsoln ̂mono 

System loss 
AH l o s s (estimated) 

Available .Heat 

Injection steam condensing 

aq , the total condensate produced, also depends on Sn. 

for the pressure in the heater shell, which means that the tempera-
ture is set by boiling point rise in the flash tank, if vapor line 
pressure drop is neglected. Boiling point rise (BPR), like specific 
heat, is best estimated from laboratory data for liquors in the 
system being analyzed. Experience with a high pressure Bayer dig-
ester unit similar to the example has shown that BPR of the cooling 
slurry decreases slightly faster with decreasing temperature than 
it increases with increasing soda concentration, typically ranging 
from about 16°F (9°C) at the digester vessels to 14°F (8°C) at the 
low pressure end, less an additional decrease occurring in the last 
flash tank when the dilution stream enters. 

For each case of assumed indirect steam addition and excess 
flash vapor rates , the amount of total condensate produced can be 
expressed in terms of an estimated condensate economy for the unit 
as follows: 
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Qc = Economy(Sn + Sj) (1) 

Using this quantity with the rest of the discussed data plus esti-
mated rates of heat loss by radiation, convection or venting from 
heaters, flash tanks and digester vessels, the heat balance equat-
ions of Table I can be solved simultaneously to obtain the heater 
discharge temperature, D^, and the resulting direct steam require-
ment, Sn, for the specified conditions and flow rates. 

Temperature-Total Enthalpy Diagram for System 

Data from the heat balance for the flash heat reclaim system 
can now be used to draw the heating and cooling lines of a tempera-
ture-total enthalpy (T-TE) diagram, as illustrated in Figure 3. 
Note that the only loss term affecting the heating line is loss 
from the heaters, and that the cooling line has a constant tempera-
ture displacement by the rate of heat given up by indirect steam 
condensing at saturation temperature of the stage where it is 
added. (This condensing temperature can be satisfactorily estimated, 
as its effect is small.) If flash vapor were being vented from a 
stage and removed from the system, the cooling line would be dis-
placed at constant enthalpy an amount equivalent to the temperature 
drop of the slurry and condensate required to vaporize it, and that 
rate of heat loss would also appear in the system heat balance. 

Comparison of Figure 3 with the heat balance terms of Table I 
reveals that the slope of a heating or cooling line for stream i 
is given by the reciprocal of Q^CCp)»; thus, the diagram is affect-
ed by both the flow rate and specific heat (or apparent specific 
heat due to losses) of every stream in the system. If the con-
densate from each stage is cooled by flash evaporation in the next 
lower pressure stage, cascading in parallel with the slurry, then 
the effective mass flow of slurry plus condensate remains constant 
throughout the system, yielding a cooling line of constant slope, 
even though the slurry becomes more concentrated in each successive 
flash tank. This concentration change tends to minimize variation 
in boiling point rise through the system, though BPR need not be 
constant, as previously discussed. Whatever the variation, the 
condensing line is located below the cooling line by the best 
estimate of BPR at each point through the system. 

With the diagram thus defined, all that remains is to adjust 
the slurry heater approach temperature differences, usually taken 
as the same for all heaters, until the exact graphical fit of the 
number of available stages is found. This fixes the saturation 
temperature and liquor or slurry heater discharge temperature for 
each stage, allowing the heat transferred in each stage to be read 
graphically (See Figure ×-) or calculated by the generalized equation. 

ù 

¹ 

p. 

it 
Ø 

Ëíï = H„ - H n+1 (QL+Qs)(Cp)T(Dn-Dn+1)* (2) 

Qg being omitted for the liquor heating stage(s). 

*Using the nomenclature of Figure 4-, nntl i-
s replaced by Tm for the 

first slurry heating stage and by Tr for the last flash stage 
(first liquor heating stage) where Hn+^ is zero. 

872 
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Then the condensate production by evaporation in each stage is 
given by 

E" 0^=^ (3) 

T 1 9 n—1 

where QQ is the sum of QQ + Qp + .... +Q« . Exceptions are the 
first flash stage, where there is no cascading condensate QQ to 
flash cool, and stage(s) with indirect steam addition, where En in-
cludes the indirect steam, equal to Sj if it is assumed saturated 
at T . Total condensate production by the unit is the sum of En 

values for all stages, and division of this total by the steam 
consumption, Sp + Sj, gives the unit condensate economy. This 
calculated economy should be compared with the estimated economy 
used in Equation 1, substitution being made if the difference be-
tween estimated and calculated condensate production is greater 
than desired. 

Each such substitution or change, including adjustments to the 
assumed liquor and slurry heater discharge temperatures used in 
estimating specific heats, requires a new solution of the simultan-
eous heat balances in Table I plus a new graphical solution on a 
revised T-TE diagram. In addition, the entire process must be re-
peated for each case of assumed indirect steam addition, blowoff 
temperature and excess flash rate, to obtain a model of the digester 
unit over a typical range of operating conditions. Such an approach 
is obviously possible, but the time consuming nature of trial-and-
error graphical solutions makes it impractical for analysis of an 
operating unit. 

Application of Digital Computer Techniques 

Fortunately, the assume, try and adjust pattern of defining a 
system T-TE diagram can be easily adapted to digital computer itera-
tion techniques, and a method of modeling the graphical fit procedure 
to the computer has been developed. 

Computer Solution of Heat Balances 

Starting with assumed values of Dg and Tm, the adiabatic mix 
temperature of the example feed liquor and slurry streams is 

QL(rp)LD8 + Qs(rp)sTs 
Tm - QL(Cp)L t Qs(Cp)s

 t 4 ) 

which can be written as a FORTRAN statement, as can the required 
empirical specific heat calculations and the rest of the expressions 
to be developed. Using an IF statement, the calculated value of T 
can be substituted for the assumed Tm, repeating the operation as 
required to close within desired agreement between the two, as be-
fore . 

Specified feed rates and temperatures, digester and blowoff 
temperatures, indirect steam rate and excess flash vapor rate can 
next be combined with the assumed values of D.., corresponding 
specific heats, and estimated condensate economy, to obtain expres-
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sions of the form a..D. + à^^^î = ^i ^or ea°h of the heat balances 
in Table I. Applying determinant theory, the simultaneous solutions 

a re 

and 

3j a 2 2 - b 2 a 1 2 

a l l a 22 " a 2 1 a 12 

*11 b2 " a12 bl 

(5) 

sD = (6) 

all a22 a21 a12 

where 

all = ( Q L + Q S ^ ^ T ^ î ò Tm t o Dl ( 7 ) 

a12 = "^fR"hfB^ " Å ñ î ã þ òÓ (nf B_hf C ̂  ^ 

ü1 = ^L^S^^P^T^R^B^ + Eoo n o my(siHhfB-hfc) 

t Sl(hgI-hfB) + (QL+Qs)(Èp)TTm - QL(Èp)L(D8-TL) 

- «ABEA^soln^ri - VÈp)w(TB-Tw) - Sxs(hgC-hfc) 

- A H h t r - A H f l . (9) 

a2i = ( Q L + Q S ^ ^ P ^ T f r o m Di t o T R ( 1 0 ) 

a22 = hgD - hfR ( 1 1 ) 

b2 = (QL+QS)(ÈP)TTR + QMEA_ABEA(
Ahsoln)mono + A H 1 O S S ( 1 2 ) 

All specific heats can be calculated from empirical expressions for 
the specified temperatures, steam tables can be entered through sub-
routines to obtain required specific enthalpies, and the term (hfg-
hfj-.) in a^2 and b^ is numerically equal to boiling point rise in the 
last flash stage after dilution, BPRg. For studies over a limited 
temperature range with constant assumed feed slurry composition, it 
is also practical to use typical specific enthalpy differences with 
empirical steam table corrections for small changes in one of the 
temperatures, and to correct base heats of solution by ratio of the 
feed slurry rate to a base rate. Finally, the calculated value of 
D^ should be substituted for the assumed D^, repeating the simul-
taneous solution to close the difference, as in the calculation of 
T . 
m 
Computer Fit of System Model 

■With the calculation of D^, the limits of the temperature-total 
enthalpy diagram are again set for the specified temperature and 
flow conditions. The heating lines are located by calculating the 
total enthalpy limits, 
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Hi =Äíü + Ä í ò +ÄíÀÂÅÀ + AH h t r 

= QL(Čp)L(D8-TL) + (QL +Qs)(Čp)T(D1-Tm) 

+ QABlAolnW +AHhtr ( 1 3 ) 

and 

HL =AHL = (Q L (č p ) L (D 8 -T L ) (14) 

while the lower limit of the cooling line is set by 

íâ " - ( Ë Í Õ Ç + Ä % ) = -sxs(hgC-hfc) - Qw(èp)w(TB-Tw) (15) 

as shown in Figure 3. If Íä is defined as l·L - S-r(h_j-h.p. ) > 
then the cooling line slope is 

- - T R " T B - T R " T B (16) 
A HA+(AHxs-t£Hw) HA-HB 

and the temperature on the condensing line where total enthalpy is 
defined as zero is given by 

TZ = TB-XAHB-BPR8 (17) 

where BPR„ is the estimated point rise of slurry entering the eighth 
flash stage, as shown in Figure 4. The condejising line slope can 
then be defined as 

Tü-BPR-i-Ty 
xB = H ( 1 8 ) 

B HA 

and the slurry heating line slope as 

Dl-Tm ,ln. 

* c ▲ ïï^ (19) 

which is also the operating line slope, if equal slurry heater 
approach temperature differences are assumed. 

For a given trial value of this slurry heater approach, say AT, 
the temperature of saturated condensing vapor from flash stage n, 
Tn, must be located on the operating line at l·L, the total enthalpy 
of slurry discharging the heater condensing this vapor, or 

Tn " VAT+xc(Hn-HL) (20) 

Then the total enthalpy of slurry discharging the next lower temp-
erature stage, Hn+^, is found on the condensing line at Tn, or 

XB 
which locates T on the operating line, and so on. Since H. is 
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already known (equation 13), a DO statement can be set up to solve 
equations 20 and 21 for Tn and Hn+1 through Hg (for n up to 7, the 
number of slurry heating stages). An IF statement can then be 
applied to compare Hg with H. (equation 14), making appropriate 
adjustments to A„ and repeating the DO loop calculations of T and 
H ... until the value of Hg coincides with Hr, at which point AT is 
the slurry heater approach temperature difference required to fit 
the example T-TE model constructed from the initial assumptions. 

For the example case, the saturation temperature of vapor to 
the liquor heater is simply 

T8 = TB - BPRB (22) 

and the liquor heater approach temperature difference is set by 
the initial assumptions at 

AL = T8 - Dg (23) 

Cases with more than one liquor heating stage require construction 
of a liquor heater operating line of slope 

xD - ̂ ^ (2.) 

where Dn+. is the assumed discharge temperature of liquor from the 
highest temperature liquor heating stage. Then another DO state-
ment must be set up to calculate 

TL + AL + xDHn (25) 

and 

Tn-Tz 

H . = (same as for slurry heaters) (21) 
n+1 xB 

starting with HL and adjusting AL until the calculated saturation 
temperature of vapor from the last flash stage (to the first liquor 
heater) coincides with (TB-BPRD). 

The generalized equations for a system of n slurry heating 
stages are obtained if substitutions are made of D +è for Do in 
equations 4, 9, 13 and 14, and BPR . for BPR„ in equation 17; 
solutions of equations 20 and 21 being made through H +1, which is 
forced to converge on H. by adjustments to Am. In all cases the 
heater discharge temperatures are given by 

Dn = Tn - AT (26) 

for slurry heating stages, or 

D„ = Tn - AT. (27) 

for liquor heating stages. Where several liquor heating stages are 
used, the venting losses from the liquor heaters may be significant 
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enough to require adding an additional heat loss term to the cal-
culation of H^ in equation 14. 

With the calculation of heater discharge temperatures, the 
final corrections on the model limits can be made by calculating 
the unit condensate production and economy, using equations 2 and 
3 as discussed in the graphical method section. The calculated 
economy value should then be substituted in equations 8 and 9, the 
entire process of solving the simultaneous heat balances and fit-
ting the model to the number of available stages being repeated 
until desired agreement is reached between the condensate economy 
calculated from the results of equation 3 and the value used in 
equations 8 and 9. The resulting values of A. and A~ are then the 
required liquor and slurry heater approach temperature differences 
theoretically required for the heat transfer rates needed to meet 
the specified temperature and flow conditions. A simplified logic 
diagram for the described computer program is given in Figure 5, 
which shows that results can be quickly obtained for a wide range 
of operating conditions by inputting values of QL, Qg, Qy, TL, Tg, 
Ty, TR, Tg, Svq, ST and D ... for each condition, if the number of 
slurry heating stages (n) and liquor heating stages, starting 
values for the Tm, D.,, A™, A. and economy iterations, specific 
heat equations and BPR values are included in the program. The 
input value of D ... can be adjusted for each case as required to 
obtain a final value of A, that compares with A~ as desired or as 
experienced in actual operation of the unit. 

Analysis of Results 

Care must always be taken when comparing the results of a 
series of computer model solutions to the performance of an opera-
ting digester unit, to avoid application of specified conditions 
that are physically impossible. 

Effects of Blowoff Temperature 

It should be kept in mind, for instance, that specification 
of both the blowoff temperature, Tg, and the excess flash vapor 
rate, Sjjg, requires that sufficient control of pressure drop in 
the excess vapor line is available to maintain Tg in equilibrium 
with the barometric condenser discharge temperature resulting from 
condensation of vapor at rate S^g. Should specified conditions 
exceed the operating range of this control, T„ and Ŝ g would 
actually reach the equilibrium values required by heat transfer 
rates in both the digester heaters and the barometric condenser 
of the unit, rather than the values specified in the model. 

Such a system could be modeled by writing a third simultaneous 
heat balance around the barometric condenser, making Tg a variable 
in that equation and also in the heat balance equation for the 
flash heat reclaim system, but calculation of the approach between 
blowoff temperature and condenser discharge temperature would add 
considerable complication to the program. For the common case 
where unthrottled excess vapor is condensed in a cooling stream 
of relatively constant capacity, however, a simpler method of 
analysis is applicable. The approach temperature difference in 
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ASSUME 
' B P R ( l ) , B P R ( N L - ^ N + l ) , 

BPRB,TMA 
EC0NA.D1A 

AT,AL 

G> 

BPR(J) = BOILING POINT RISE, STAGE J 
BPRB = BOILING POINT RISE, BLOWOFF 
VA = STARTING VALUE OF VARIABLE V 
AT = SLURRY HEATER APPROACH 
AL = LIQUOR HEATER APPROACH 

READ 
QL,QS,QW,TL 

TS,TW,TR,TB 
SXS,SI,D(N+1) 

©-
STOP J 

CALCULATE 
CPL, CPS 

TM 

CPL = LIQUOR SPEC. HEAT, D(N+l)TO TM 
CPS = SLURRY SPEC. HEAT, TS TO TM 
TM = MIX TEMP. OF FEED STREAMS 

ADJUST 
TMA -© 

CALCULATE 
CPL,CPT,CPR 
D(l), SD 

CPL = 
CPT = 
D(l)= 
SD = 

LIQUOR SPEC. 

SLURRY SPEC. 
SLURRY SPEC. 
DIRECT STEAM 

HEAT,TL TO D(N+1) 
HEAT,TM TO D(l) 
HEAT,D(1) TO TR 
REQUIREMENT 

IS 
D(1)=D1A„ 

YES 

NO ADJUST 
D1A ~© 

Fig. 5 - (First of two pages.) 
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ˆ> 

©♦ 

CALCULATE 
H(1) ,HA,HL,HB 

XA,TZ,XB,XC 
T ( J ) , H ( J + 1 ) 

T(J) 
H(J)' 
J 
OTHER 

= SATURATION TEMP 
: TOTAL ENTHALPY, 
= 1 TO N, SLURRY 
VARIABLES DEFINE 

. , STAGE J 
STAGE J 
SEATING 
MODEL 

NO 

CALCULATE 
SD 

T ( J ) , H ( J + 1 ) 

T(N+NL) =*V NO 
TB-BPRBv 

CALCULATE 
D ( J ) , E ( J ) 

ECON 

NO 

WRITE 
INPUTS, SD 

TM,T(J),H(J) 
fD(J),E(J),ECON 

AL,AT 

ADJUST 
AT L© 

VARIABLES SAME, EXCEPT 
J = N+l TO N+NL, LIQUOR HEATING 

ADJUST 
AL "KB 

D(J) = HEATER DISCHARGE TEMP..STG. J 
— | E(J) = CONDENSATE PRODUCTION, STG. J 

ECON = UNIT CONDENSATE ECONOMY 

Fig. 5 - Logic diagram of computer program for construction and 
stagewise fit of temperature-total enthalpy model of 
flash heat reclaim in NL liquor heating stages and N 
slurry heating stages of a digester unit. 
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the condenser can then be assumed to change little, so that a 
change in condenser discharge temperature results in a nearly equal 
change in blowoff temperature, thus relating changes in Tg to 
changes in excess flash heat by the total heat capacity of the con-
denser cooling stream, or 

(AH ) 2 - ( A H X S ) I = ( Q è- p ) c o n ð e n s e r ( 2 7 ) 

tTB}
2 -

 (TB>1 

Blowoff temperature can also be related to excess flash heat 
for any system by fitting the computer model of the specified 
system at two cases of Tg, varying AH^g until the same approximate 
heater approach temperature difference is calculated for each case. 
The corresponding two values of Ä í „ 3 are related to Tg by 

(AHyg), - ( A H X S ) ? = 

(òâ)2 - (TB ) I 

which shows that if Tg can be lowered by reducing pressure drop in 
the excess vapor line, then the resulting increase in available 
heat is proportional to ATg and will all be flashed to the baro-
metric condenser, since no additional heat will be transferred 
with the same heater approaches. For systems fitting the assumpt-
ions of equation 27, the heat transfer rate in the reclaim heaters 
must be increased by the sum of the total heat capacity ratio of 
that equation plus the constant of equation 28, to lower the blow-
off temperature by one degree, the equations being expressed in 
common units. 

Effects of Indirect Steam Addition 

When indirect steam is added to a flash stage, slightly more 
heat will be transferred at the same attained heater approaches 
than without this addition, due to the greater entering tempera-
ture differences in all stages. Since overall heat transfer 
coefficients, which can be calculated for each heating stage from 
the heat transfer rate of equation 2, are measures of heater per-
formance for a particular set of flow and temperature conditions, 
it has been found useful to compare cases with and without in-
direct steam addition on the basis of equal overall coefficients, 
rather than equal heater approach temperature differences. 

At first inspection, such comparisons for cases similar to 
the example have indicated that reductions in direct steam inject-
ion are less than the rate of indirect steam addition, and that 
the increased total steam requirement more than offsets potential 
benefits of the increased rate of net evaporation (defined as 
total evaporation minus direct steam injection) from the digester 
unit. Again, however, physical characteristics of the system must 
be considered. If steam heating of the barometric condenser dis-
charge in addition to that from excess digester flash vapor is 
required, then reductions in this heating steam due to increased 
excess flash could make indirect steam addition desirable, if 
blowoff temperature were kept in control. The combined direct 
steam savings would then offset the cost of indirect steam, leaving 
any benefits of increased net evaporation as an advantage. Once 
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the excess vapor rate reaches the limit of throttling, however, 
further indirect steam heat will raise the blowoff temperature, 
progressively decreasing the available heat from cooling and re-
ducing the evaporation advantage until it is overcome by the rising 
total steam cost. 

Effects of Heat Transfer Rate 

Finally, it should be recognized that improvements in heat 
transfer through heater cleaning, design or operation will benefit 
any digester unit flashing excess vapor to a condenser. Maximum 
benefits are realized when the excess vapor is unthrottled, while 
the least potential is present in systems where reduced flash 
vapor must be made up by external steam and the blowoff tempera-
ture cannot be allowed to drop further. All of these benefits are 
independent of and in addition to effects of indirect steam addi-
tion. 

Conclusions 

Although analysis of every flash heat reclaim system is unique 
in some respect, a number of characteristics have been observed 
with sufficient regularity to suggest general conclusions about 
optimal operation of a high pressure Bayer digester unit. 

1. For maximum evaporation the blowoff temperature should be 
controlled as low as possible without upsetting other operations 
in the process. 

2. The above condition is especially beneficial in systems 
where the excess flash vapor is augmented by external heating steam, 
in which cases it is also advantageous to add indirect steam to the 
flash system. 

3. Computer models of a flash heat reclaim system can be 
quickly solved for heat transfer requirements at various conditions, 
to determine feasible heater performance goals at any specified 
feed rates. 

4. Heater performance improvements are most beneficial to 
systems with unthrottled excess flash vapor, a situation where in-
direct steam addition will raise the equilibrium blowoff temperature 
while increased heat transfer will lower it. 

Nomenclature 

Average heater approach temperature difference for pre-
heaters of feed stream i 

Boiling point rise of slurry entering flash stage n 

Average specific heat (at constant average pressure) of 
stream i in the temperature range of the heat term con-
taining it 

Discharge temperature of liquor or slurry from heater 
condensing vapor from flash stage n 
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(Sp)i 
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E Evaporation rate calculated from temperature gain in heater 

condensing vapor from flash stage n 

hf£ Specific enthalpy of saturated condensate at temperature of 
stream i (from Steam Table) 

hg£ Specific enthalpy of steam at pressure and temperature of 
stream i (from Steam Table) 

Hn Total enthalpy of liquor or slurry discharging heater con-
densing vapor from flash stage n, above enthalpy of feed 
liquor equal zero 

Al·lf! Estimated heat loss by radiation and convection from flash 
tanks and vapor lines 

htr Estimated heat loss by radiation, convection and venting 
from feed preheaters 

AH^ o s s Estimated heat loss by radiation and convection from dig-
ester vessels 

QJ Mass flow rate of liquid, slurry or alumina stream i 

SJ Mass flow rate of steam or vapor stream i 

Tj Temperature of liquid or slurry stream i 

T Mix temperature of feed slurry and discharge from liquor 
heating stage(s) 

Tn Temperature of saturated condensing vapor from flash stage 
n 

Subscripts (i) 

ABEA refers to American Bayer extractable alumina, the Gibbsite, 
or alumina trihydrate, fraction of dry bauxite in feed 
slurry 

B refers to slurry blowoff from last stage flash tank of 
digester unit 

C refers to total condensate discharging heater condensing 
vapor from last flash stage 

D refers to steam directly injected into digester vessels 

I refers to indirect steam added to flash stage(s) 

L refers to caustic liquor feed to digester unit 

MEA refers to maximum extractable alumina, the sum of Gibbsite 
and Boehmite, or alumina trihydrate plus alumina mono-
hydrate , fractions of dry bauxite in feed slurry 

From Light Metals 1977, KB. Higbie, Editor 

R refers to reacted slurry and condensed steam discharging 
;; digester vessels 

S refers to bauxite slurry feed to digester unit 

T refers to combined liquor and slurry feed to digester 
vessels 

W refers to dilution stream added to last stage flash tank 

XS refers to flash vapor in excess of capacity of heaters to 
condense it, discharging last flash stage to barometric 
condenser 

The authors are indebted to Mr. Edward Root and the members 
of the Data Processing Group at the Reynolds Metals Company's 
Sherwin Plant for their help in formulating and programming the 
adaptation of graphical fit procedures for application of digital 
computer techniques. 
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